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I am a self driven, results oriented SEM | SEO | SMM strategist and specialist, with hands on experience and a 
great passion to learn and put into practice what I have learnt to give value to the organization.  A lifelong learner, 
who learns from mistakes and success and make sure I put it into play to always learn from what I do.
I am reliable, dependable and accountable for results.
My personal identifier is that I say what I do, and do what I say always.

Experience

SEO Strategist Nov 2019 - Present
Aimstorm Solutions, Dubai (United Arab Emirates)

As far as digital marketing is concerned; I am handling 3 tasks including Search engine marketing (SEM), Search 
engine optimizaion (SEO), and Social media marketing - Participating in forming effective paid search campaign 
strategies, - Leading the keywords selection and audience targeting - Researching the most successful keywords
/audiences, ad copy and landing pages of competitors, - Ad optimization (optimizing campaigns for kpi, setting the 
start of campaign engagement, making sure ads and landing pages are congruent and easy to understand and 
use conversion elements that convert more visitors into leads and sales) - Reporting on key metrics important to 
senior managers, like cost per lead, and revenue through which we can make data-driven decisions - 
Spearheading all SEO activities including engaging directly with clients, handling on-page tasks and offpage tasks 
for inhouse and clients websites - Analyzing client's goal and designing the marketing plan that works best for 
clients - Using effective search engine keywords in relevant places within the websites inhouse and client's - 
Suggesting and making changes in design, content, and links as per requirements. - Leading a team of 3 people, 
splitting and monitoring their tasks on daily basis to ensure quality and relevance - Overseeing all social media 
strategies for over 18 clients - Working with developers, suggesting edits as per requirements to improve inhouse 
and Client's websites.

Digital Marketing Specialist Sep 2019 - Nov 2019
Ecotherm Middle East LLC, Dubai International City

I specialized in attracting new clients through digital marketing on leading sites such as Google. One of my roles is 
to implement search engine optimization programs that get the company website to the top of search engines... 
organically. I use social media and reputation management programs to build and protect Ecotherm Middle East 
LLC reputation (Brand & Image) online. I specialized in developing and implementing proven marketing programs 
that deliver measurable results. Whether online or offline. I have proven knowledge of search engine optimization 
techniques and competitor analysis including optimizing on-page copy, off-page principles, and technical SEO

SEM | SEO | SMM specialist (Part Time Internship) Aug 2018 - Oct 2019
Eddie Marketing Solutions, Dubai



Maximized client profitability through broad-ranging digital marketing strategies and on-site optimization, backed by 
proven expertise to boost ranking on google search engines and partner platforms through a broad range of on-
page and off-page methods of running SEO and content campaigns, through to Conversion Optimization. • Wrote 
and optimized content for the website and social networking accounts such as Facebook and Twitter • Tracked and 
analyzed website traffic flow and provide regular internal reports • Attained key performance indicators such as 
reducing the website bounce rate, increasing dwell time or improving conversion. • Performed site-level 
optimization: improving site structure, page construction, compelling SEO copywriting, and updating metadata • 
Performed keyword research: keyword lists and content/keyword mapping • Took initiative in problem-solving • 
Supported internal Inbound Marketing team on digital campaigns • Took sole responsibility for various SEO 

campaigns where required. • Acted as evolving knowledge base for scalable link-building best practices • 
Benchmark competitors' marketing efforts • Performed SEO maintenance on a regular basis • Analyzing competitor 
backlink profiles • Hands-on experience in content management • Solid knowledge of SEO, keyword research and 
Google Analytics • Ability to write great content for link building opportunities. • Running activities periodically to 
engage our followers on social media • Improved engagement and conversions through social media. • Increased 
follower base on various Social Media platforms through organic means • Working experience of paid ads on any 
or multiple social media platforms. • Added and managed content, and maintain the website from time to time • 
Managing the LMS on the website and improve usability for the clients • Took on website improvement or 
modification activities as assigned, and ensure timely execution.

SEM | SEO | SMM Specialist Jul 2017 - Sep 2019
Twam Agriculture, Abu Dhabi (United Arab Emirates)

Progressed through promotions throughout tenure with Twam; currently, serve as an Associate in the Digital 
Marketing Department and "right hand" to the branch project manager. Oversee first step Operations; Supervise 
up to 4 associates to ensure standards are met for customer service, quality, safety and client satisfaction - 
Developed and implemented digital marketing strategies/campaigns across platforms (SMM, SEO, SEM ) 
optimized. - Planed, executed and optimized across Google Ads, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, and 
LinkedIn, retargeting, influencer and affiliate advertising campaigns. - Applied a strategy to the CRM data to 
optimize campaigns targeting and performance leading to an increase in click-through rate. - Created and 
managed monthly digital marketing calendar, including SEO/SEM activities, marketing database creation, email, 
social media and display advertising campaigns - Managed content on the brand's website and social media 
channels and monitor performance through analytics and social monitoring tools. - Overseeing and managing 
organizations website, blogs, social media pages (Twitter, YouTube, Facebook pages), driving traffic and 
engagement. - Planned, executed, and measured experiments and conversion tests. - Collaborated with internal 
team across business units to create landing pages and optimized user experience and alignment of strategies, 
tactics and outcomes. - Utilized strong analytical ability to evaluate end-to-end customer experience across 
multiple channels and customer touchpoints. - Instrumented conversion points and optimized user funnels. - 
Sourced and created compelling content through producing photo and video shoots, capturing content yourself. - 
Actively engage with sponsors and combing their respective hashtags, listening for questions or concerns, and 
serving as the first touchpoint that many people have with the company. - Evaluated emerging technologies. - 
Provided thought leadership and perspective for adoption.

Skills & Specialisation

Search engine Marketing, search engine optimization, social media Marketing, SEO copywriting, Google analytics, 
Content writing, adwords, communication, writing, Interpersonal relationships, Big-picture thinking

Education



Alison Jan 2011 - May 2015
Associate's Degree, Digital Communications and Multimedia
Galway (Ireland)

Licenses & Certifications

Google my business basics Mar 2020 - Present
Google

https://skillshop.exceedlms.com/student/award/23603910?referer=https%3A%2F%2Fskillshop.exceedlms.com%
2Fstudent%2Fpath%2F3382-google-my-business-basics

Websites

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lawrence-peter-watyabuko-856404b8


